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the drivesmart 55 is a garmin rival to the tomtom go. its bluetooth-capable (but not wi-fi), and the
two of them are the only affordable consumer-grade devices that offer the useful and ubiquitous

lifetime map updates. its also slightly larger than the tomtom go, with a 5.5-inch, 7-inch, or 8-inch
display. the tomtom via series is a selection of budget navigators with resistive screens; maps of the
us, canada, and mexico; and free lifetime map updates. the series includes the 5-inch via 1525m and
via 1525tm, and the 6-inch via 1625m and via 1625tm ; the tm models give you free lifetime traffic
alerts. bottom line the drivesmart 55 is the best tomtom gps you can buy, and itll be the best gps

model youll use for years to come. it includes the most features, is easier to use, and is more
accurate than its more expensive competition. its touchscreen also delivers an amazing graphical
experience, and its viewable map is the highest resolution the biggest screen available. its missing
the best part of the drivesmart 55s attractive and easy to use design, which is the brilliant 5.5-inch
capacitive touchscreen, and it lacks the free lifetime map updates of the drivesmart 55. but as long

as the drivesmart 55s sturdy, easy-to-use hardware remains durable, itll be the best gps unit for
years to come. the drivesmart 55 is the best tomtom gps you can buy and its the best gps model

youll use for years to come. the only downside to this 5.5-inch display is that its not very bright. but
its bright enough to use in direct sunlight, and it displays the map clearly with no trouble, even in

low light.
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the hardware and software work well together and the interface is well organized. it can be used for
both hands-free and voice-command navigation, but the latter is a little limited. nevertheless, it

worked well in practice and the unit was easy to use. tomtom not only offers a free app for iphone
and android phones, but also a web-based version that can be accessed on windows, mac, and linux

pcs. the garmin drivesmart 55 is fairly easy to use with a straightforward menu system, quick
response touch screen, and easy voice control. the latter is possible when the unit is set to the voice-
control mode, and can be activated with a simple voice command like: navigate to the empire state
building. the gps unit will pull over when a large truck is coming, but if you want to navigate in an

urban area, youll need to have at least one of the two lane assist tools activated. although the
feature works well in practice, it doesnt always know when it is safe to merge in to a lane. the lane
assist only works when your vehicle is in the center of the lane, so if youre driving in the far left or
right lanes, you wont be able to use the tool. the backup camera is another nice feature and works
well in practice, but the lens faces rearward, so if your driver is wearing their seatbelt, the camera

wont pick them up. finally, the tomtom go 520 is a better option. both the garmin drivesmart 55 and
tomtom go 520 lack a feature that ive yet to find on any other gps device: at a certain time of day

(usually after 8pm), one of the units will start playing music. the tomtom includes this feature, but it
works only when connected to an fm radio. the garmin drivesmart 55 has a built-in cd player, but

there is no fm radio. both units include a usb port for charging, but the latter has a higher-capacity
usb 3.0 port. 5ec8ef588b
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